TOP GAUDÍ
NEW EXPERIENCE

Remarkable
experiences,
unique events

A place brimming with history and Catalan Modernism,
an unrivalled, adaptable setting that’s now available as a
venue for events that aim to be

unique experiences

A remarkable setting,
an exclusive proposal
and an unforgettable
experience...
La Pedrera is an exceptional place to hold exceptional events.
La Pedrera aims to transform your event into a remarkable
experience. That’s why it’s now available as a venue, offering
exclusive, themed proposals adapted to your requirements,
for presentations, meetings and celebrations...
High quality and premium services.

Extraordinary
moments in one of
Barcelona’s most
exclusive settings
La Pedrera, one of Antoni Gaudí most famous creations,
an international icon for Barcelona around the world.
A spectacular building, ground-breaking and fascinating, designed by a genius of architecture... A work of
art both inside and out, a UNESCO World Heritage site
and, today, an important cultural centre that radiates
creativity and knowledge. A venue where whatever
takes place there is remembered.
La Pedrera offers you an accessible venue that’s
equipped to hold any event. With an adaptable team
that’s fully involved in each project to create different
ideas and evocative proposals. To achieve the prominence and greatness required by moments that
become unique.

The best
experiences
in the best
settings

THE OLD COACH HOUSE
A great event requires a great, distinguished setting.
The old coach house at La Pedrera, today reconverted into
the Auditorium and Gaudí Room, are two comfortable,
adaptable and even combinable areas for conferences,
workshops, ceremonies, presentations... Equipped with all
the technology you need to hold any kind of event, they
provide a premium venue in a prestigious Modernista setting.

AUDITORIUM
The ideal venue for symposia, seminars,
business conventions, presentations,
etc., equipped with all the technology
required by any event.
It also has a space at the side with direct
access to a terrace where you can enjoy
an exclusive view of the back façade of
La Pedrera, as well as a VIP room with
direct access to the terrace.
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SIDE OF THE
AUDITORIUM
The side of the Auditorium can also be
used independently for cocktails, seated
dining and even meetings. This area
includes an outdoor patio with natural
light, which can be used for coffee
breaks, cocktails and even a chill-out
space.
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GAUDÍ ROOM
Located in the former coach house of La
Pedrera, this area is very open thanks to the
innovative metal structure designed by Gaudí.
It’s a multi-purpose room suitable for a wide
range of events, equipped with a screen,
projector, Wi-Fi, amplification system, etc.
It adjoins the Auditorium and also has the
very best facilities for catering requirements,
such as coffee breaks, cocktails, etc.
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MEZZANINE FLOOR
La Pedrera has different areas equipped with
all the facilities and services required; unique
venues that combine Gaudí’s sinuous shapes
with an intimate, convivial atmosphere to
hold meals and celebrations of all kinds.
Rooms totally equipped to hold conferences
and presentations in an unbeatable setting.

ROOM

QUATREGATS
A pleasant area with a lot of personality
and one of the most spectacular ceilings in
La Pedrera, plus views of Passeig de Gràcia.
This is one of the rooms designed by Antoni
Gaudí to be lived in by the middle classes;
elegant areas with a Modernista air,
perfect for celebrations in an unbeatable
setting where Gaudí’s sinuous shapes
combine perfectly to create an intimate,
very welcoming ambience.
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Exclusive
guided
tours
At La Pedrera
you can complement
any event with a tour
of the building,
by day or by night

BY DAY
SELF-GUIDED TOUR / GUIDED TOUR

LA PEDRERA ESSENCIAL
Immersive audio guide (11 languages available)
Online ticket holders have priority
Discovering the most outstanding areas: the butterfly courtyard
and the flower courtyard, the warrior roof terrace, the tenants’
apartment, the whale attic (Gaudí exhibition), the main floor
and the room for temporary exhibitions
Spectacular 360° views from the roof terrace

GUIDED TOUR (EARLY ACCESS)

LA PEDRERA EXCLUSIVE
Guided tour
Early access at 8 am, before the building’s open to the general
public. They’ll be alone in the house, seeing all the preparations
before the doors are opened to the public
Small group
Discovering the most outstanding areas: the butterfly courtyard
and the flower courtyard, the warrior roof terrace, the tenants’
apartment, the whale attic (Gaudí exhibition), the main floor and
the room for temporary exhibitions
Spectacular 360° views from the roof terrace
The visit ends at the La Pedrera Café where all visitors will be
invited to a coffee, tea or infusion.

BY NIGHT
GUIDED TOUR AND SHOW

LA PEDRERA
NIGHT EXPERIENCE
Guided tour
Show on the roof terrace: videomapping
Small groups
Discovering the butterfly courtyard and the flower courtyard,
the whale attic and the warrior roof terrace
Glass of cava and a sweet treat at the end of the visit
Exclusive access via the main entrance on Passeig de Gràcia
Spectacular 360° night-time views from the rooftop

MIXED
REALITY
NEW EXPERIENCE

La Pedrera
Magical Vision
New interactive and mixed reality experience
Very innovative and interactive visit with glasses
that offer spectacular holographic elements
A magic journey through different times and locations
A multisensory world to discover the best-kept secrets
of La Pedrera

MORE INFORMATION
events@lapedrera.com
+34 93 214 25 86
La Pedrera - Casa Milà
Passeig de Gràcia, 92
08008 Barcelona

www.lapedrera.com

Our raison d’être: people
The Fundació Catalunya La Pedrera, which manages La Pedrera - Casa Milà,
serves society by building a better and fairer future. That’s why it offers people
opportunities, promotes talent, creativity and education, encourages a healthy
lifestyle and conserves and shares our natural and cultural heritage.

